Automatic extraction methods typically assume that line segments are pronounced, thin, few and far between, do not cross each other, and are noise and clutter-free. Since these assumptions often fail in realistic scenarios, many line segments are not detected or are fragmented. In more severe cases, i.e., many who use the Hough Transform, extraction can fail entirely. In this paper, we propose a method that tackles these issues. Its key aspect is the combination of thresholded image derivatives obtained with filters of large and small footprints, which we denote as contextual and local edges, respectively. Contextual edges are robust to noise and we use them to select valid local edges, i.e., local edges that are of the same type as contextual ones: dark-to-bright transition of vice-versa. If the distance between valid local edges does not exceed a maximum distance threshold, we enforce connectivity by marking them and the pixels in between as edge points. This originates connected edge maps that are robust and well localized. We use a powerful two-sample statistical test to compute contextual edges, which we introduce briefly, as they are unfamiliar to the image processing community. Finally, we present experiments that illustrate, with synthetic and real images, how our method is efficient in extracting complete segments of all lengths and widths in several situations where current methods fail.
Introduction
Line segments provide important information about the geometric content of real-life images. Since most man-made objects are made of flat surfaces, the contours needed for the interpretation of such 2D images as well as 3D world scenes often consist of line segments. Also, many complex shapes accept an economic and simple description in terms of straight lines. This has been used, e.g., for localizing vanishing points [1] or to match line segments across distinct views [2] . Other applications include, e.g., rectangle detection [3] , the inference of shape from lines [4] , map-to-image registration [5] , 3D reconstruction [6] , or even image compression [7] .
Although automatic line segment extraction has been researched actively in the past decades, current solutions make use of implicit strong assumptions that limit their applicability to simple and mostly unrealistic scenarios. Typical assumptions are that, e.g., line segments are pronounced, thin, occur in small amounts, do not cross each other, are located away from noise or clutter. Some methods also assume that images have few data apart from line segments, such as textures or contours. Since these assumptions often fail in realistic scenarios, many line segments are not detected, or are fragmented to various extents. In more severe cases, extraction can fail altogether. For this reason, which we detail in the sequel, the robust detection of line segments in realistic scenarios remains an open frontier (see [8, 9, 10, 11] for examples of recent advances).
Overview of methods for line segment extraction
The Hough transform (HT) [12, 13] is the most popular method to detect lines in images. It is a likelihood-based parameter extraction technique that, basically, indicates that the largest accumulation of edge points correspond to image lines. It uses a Hough space, a two-dimensional space where each point represents a line in the image, and each edge point in the image votes on the region of the Hough space that represents the pencil of all the image lines that go through that edge point. By processing all edge points, the votes for each location in the Hough space are accumulated and the locations with larger number of votes correspond to the most likely parameterizations of the lines in the image. Later, the HT was extended for extracting line segments. After obtaining the line parameterizations with the usual HT, the start and end points of the segments are obtained using a gap-and-length method [14] , the shape of the spread of votes in the Hough space [15, 11] or extra accumulators [16] .
The success of the HT comes from its global nature, since all points in a line contribute to its detection -in fact, it was proven that it implements a statistically robust estimator for finding lines [17] . It has, however, three major issues when used to extract line segments in complex images. Firstly, it requires an edge detection scheme such as, e.g., the Canny edge detector [18] , to generate its input edge map. Edge detection is by itself a hard problem, recognized as ill-posed in general [19] , where delicate balances occur between edge localization and noise reduction, and detecting spurious edge points in noisy or textured areas and missing faint edges. As a consequence, edge detectors typically make use of small (local) filters and high thresholds for accepting an edge point, resulting in partial or complete segment mis-detections. This counteracts the global nature of the HT.
Secondly, since all votes originated by an edge point are wrong except for the one corresponding to the actual segment, the amount of noise in the Hough space is significant for images with many edge points [20] . This makes it difficult to identify the most likely parameterization of actual lines in the Hough space. This is particularly critical for short segments, since they originate small peaks that are hard to identify [21] . Accidental alignments of unrelated edge points can also originate false peak detections [20, 22] . An example where Hough space contamination due to poor edge detection and erroneous vote accumulations leads to complete extraction breakdown is shown in [22] . Although Duda and Hart [13] argued as early as 1972 that the noise in the Hough space can be reduced by taking connectivity between collinear points into account, this topic received little attention in the past (exceptions are [23, 24, 20, 22] ).
Thirdly, the way in which the HT was adapted to extract line segments, i.e., by taking the output of the HT and obtaining the start and end points of the segments, originates issues of its own. While initially each point in the Hough space accumulated votes supporting the existence of only one image line, now the votes can refer to multiple collinear line segments of various lengths and different start and end points. Since only the number of collinear edge points is stored in a conventional Hough space, the votes of individual line segments cannot be distinguished. This means that a local maximum in the Hough space no longer implies a maximum likelihood that a line or line segments actually exist in the image with such parameterization -therefore, this adaptation of the HT is not a statistically robust line segment extractor.
Few papers deal with this topic as well, as in [20, 22] .
Another issue of the HT is that it cannot deal properly with wide line segments [24] , i.e., segments made up of blurred edges, since the highest number of votes corresponds to the diagonal of the segment rather than the segment itself. The limitations of the HT in handling complex images have been pointed out by several authors, e.g., [21, 9, 22] , and many efforts have been made to alleviate its problems. They include, e.g., the use of the edge direction to reduce the accumulation of spurious votes in the Hough space [25, 26] , the sequential processing and removal of the strongest peaks in the Hough space [21, 16] , sub-sampling of the edge map (randomized HT) [27] . Other authors addressed storage and computational issues of the HT by proposing a hierarchical scheme [28] , multiple accumulator resolutions [29] and a probabilistic formulation [30] . The thickness of line segments and edge point connectivity is used in [24] to change the value of each vote in a standard HT. However, none of these methods tackle the fundamental issues of the HT in extracting line segments in complex images.
The other set of popular methods for line segment extraction can be categorized as local methods, due to their reliance on local decisions rather than global ones (see [31, 32, 33, 34, 9] for examples). The majority of local methods use three steps: first, they detect edge points and chain them (using, e.g., the method in [35] ); then, a rough estimate of the segment direction is computed using, e.g., total least-squares regression [34] ; and finally, they refine and extend the segment by including new edge points that approximately fit the line. The final step usually involves alternating between two stages until convergence [34] : inclusion of new edge points that are close to the candidate line, according to a distance measure; and re-estimation of the line segment parameters from the new set of edge points. In realistic scenarios, the initial step of detecting edge points and large connected regions belonging to a single segment is hard due to texture, low-contrast regions, crossing segments, and noise. The resulting smaller edge point chains hurt the reliability of the regression step and, finally, as it is typical with this type of alternating methods, a poor initial model for the line segment model may compromise the final refinement and extension results. Variations of the basic method include, e.g., [36] , which takes the chained edge points and cuts them into line segments, using a straightness criterion. References [33, 37] and [38] bypass the chaining of edge points and fit a line directly to all edge points inside a sliding window. The segment direction is estimated roughly in [39] using a so-called local HT and taking the peaks of local orientation histograms, computed at each edge point. Two popular local methods for line segment detection are [32] and the LSD (Line Segment Detector) of [9] . The method in [32] coarsely quantizes the local orientation angles, chains adjacent pixels with identical orientation labels, and fits a line segment to the grouped pixels. LSD [9] extends this idea by using continuous angles and eliminates false line segment detections by using the Helmholtz principle of [40] . These methods result computationally simple but lack robustness to deal with the imperfections that occur in realistic scenarios.
In [22] , we propose a better adaptation of the HT to the extraction of line segments, which retains its global aspect and solves its main issues in dealing with complex images. It starts by computing image derivatives using small filters and obtaining the directions for which there is a predominance of positive or negative derivatives (corresponding to a dark-to-bright transition in the image or vice-versa). Such predominance gives a rough indication that a line segment might be present at that location (it implements the sign test, as we discuss later) and only edge points within areas of strong predominance are allowed to contribute. Then, instead of using a single Hough space, where collinear line segments are indiscernible, we use a local HT for each line segment. Connectivity is incorporated in the voting process, by only accounting for the contributions of edge points whose position and directional content agree with potential line segments. As a consequence, the vast majority of spurious votes are eliminated and the peaks in the local Hough spaces correspond to line segments of maximum length. Unfortunately, the computational complexity of the proposed method is prohibitive for many applications (computation times of 100 to 1000 seconds are reported in [22] ) and thick transitions are not obtained correctly, as in the standard HT. We now believe that the requirements of global methods, of storing comprehensive data in order to eliminate early decisions that compromise robustness, make such methods computationally too complex for most applications.
Proposed approach
The novel and key aspect of our approach is the combination of what we denote contextual and local edges. Contextual edges are thresholded image derivatives obtained with filters of large footprint, which reduce the influence of noise when identifying image transitions. Although large footprint filters are robust to noise, edge localization is imprecise since every transition is smeared by their large point spread function. On the other hand, local edges are thresholded image derivatives obtained with filters of very small footprint, e.g., Sobel, Prewitt, and Roberts operators. Since these filters are small, edges are localized precisely but noise may originate erroneous detections of multiple directions and amplitudes. Our proposal combines contextual and local edges obtained at the same pixels by taking the sign of the contextual edge and using it to identify so-called valid local edges with the same sign. The edge sign indicates if it is a dark-to-bright transition or the opposite.
In complex images, valid local edges are disconnected with each other, due to noise and clutter. To obtain connected edge maps, we handle connectivity explicitly in the combination process by checking if the valid local edges, along a given direction, are at a distance not greater than a maximum distance threshold from each other. If so, the pixels corresponding to valid local edges and those in between are marked as edge points. The resulting edge detector has the robustness of contextual edges in dealing with noise and the localization of local edges, as idealized by Canny [18] . Since the combination of contextual and local edges originates pixel-thin (connected) regions of the length of the line segment, a simple region growing and rectangle fitting methodology (which we detail later) suffices for the individual thin segments to be combined into line segments of all lengths and widths.
Typical contextual edge detectors handle noise by applying a low-pass filter of large footprint such as, e.g., Gabor or steerable filters [41] , followed by a derivation step and binarization with a fixed threshold. However, since other unwanted high-frequency variations due to, e.g., textures and clutter from interfering line segments and non-rectilinear image data, are common in complex images and have unpredictable amplitudes -unlike typical image white noise, which is constant throughout the image -an adaptive threshold is beneficial. For this purpose, we take both the mean and the variance of the two sets of pixels and use a two-sample statistical test to determine if a contextual edge exists. We consider that each set of pixels follows a Normal distribution with the sampled parameters, compute the Total Variation distance between them and threshold the confidence interval for the null hypothesis that both distributions are actually the same.
By using large (yet limited) contextual filters, our semi-global method results simple. Also, by doing away with the issues of local edges in a more effective way than typical global methods, through a combination with contextual edges, it results typically more robust as well in obtaining line segments of all lengths and transition widths. This is demonstrated in the experimental section, where we present a complexity analysis and illustrative results using synthetic and real images to compare our method with other methods: the standard HT [13] , the state-of-the-art of local methods LSD [9] , and our previous HT-based method [22] .
Paper organization
The organization of the remaining of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide a brief introduction to statistical edge detectors and detail our implementation. Section 3 details the combination of contextual and local edges, including the explicit tackling of connectivity. Rectangle fitting is described in 4 and the experimental results are reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Statistical edge detection
Low-pass filtering prior to derivation is used extensively in edge detection schemes to reduce the effect of noise, albeit with small footprints for small localization error. This can be seen roughly as computing the mean of two sets of M pixels, comparing them and binarizing the result using threshold C. In this scheme, the value of C is critical, since a small C originates erroneous edges, and a large C misses them. In simpler scenarios where noise has a constant variance σ 2 throughout the image, the optimal threshold between two sets of pixels can be defined optimally for a given confidence interval (e.g., the standard error of the mean, C = σ/ √ M ). However, since complex images contain unwanted high-frequency variations of unpredictable variance such as, e.g., textures and clutter from other image data, a fixed threshold is far from optimal. This suggests that a more comprehensive statistical analysis is able to improve edge detection. Such studies were initiated by Bovik et al. [42] , which used two-sample statistical tests in the context of edge detection. Two-sample tests take two sets of pixel values, illustrated in Fig. 1 , and considers that they are samples of two underlying distributions, X T and X B . The test then checks the null hypothesis H 0 that the underlying probability distributions are in fact the same [43] . A contextual edge exists between the samples of X T and X B if the distributions are deemed different.
Typical approaches
The parameters of each distribution can be estimated from the samples
2 (with i ∈ {T, B}). If the two sets of samples are assumed to be Normally distributed,
, various criteria can then be used. For the t-test, the distributions are the same if their means coincide. Since the sample mean varies with the sample variance and the number of samples through formula σμ i =σ i / √ M , the t-test is given by
Once a t-value is determined, the probability that the test statistic would take a value at least as extreme as the one observed, denoted p-value, is computed, for M − 1 degrees of freedom. If the calculated p-value is below the threshold chosen for statistical significance (usually the 0.10, the 0.05, or 0.01 level), the distributions are deemed different (two-tailed test) or larger than the other (one-tailed test) [43] . If no assumption is made about the distributions of X T and X B , nonparametric tests can be used instead. These tests are more general and robust to outliers [43] but also computationally more intensive, since they require expensive sorting operations. Some tests compute empirical cumulative distributions (ecd) from samples X T and X B and then compare them using some distance measure. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test obtains the maximum distance between the ecds and the Fisz-Cramér-Von Mises test integrates the squared difference between the ecds. The Wilcoxon MannWhitney is a popular rank order test that mixes the samples of both distributions, sorts and ranks them. The difference between the distributions is assessed by adding the ranks of one distribution and comparing with the added ranks of the other [43] .
The success of two-sample statistical tests in contextual edge detection in noisy images is shown in [44] . Reference [45] uses a t-test for detecting edges and a mixture of Normal distributions models noisy data in the edge detector of [46] . Various statistical tests are used in the neural network approach [47] .
In our previous line segment extraction method [22] , the number of local positive image derivatives minus the number of negative ones is used to assess the predominance of dark-to-bright transitions or vice-versa, indicating a high chance of having found a line segment. This procedure implements the sign test, a nonparametric paired test that tests the null hypothesis that there is "no difference in medians" between X T and X B . Despite lacking the statistical power of other tests, it has very general applicability, as it makes very few assumptions about the nature of the distributions under test [43] .
Our approach
Since nonparametric tests are computationally expensive, we use a parametric test instead. Although the t-test is arguably the most frequently used parametric test, it assumes that coinciding mean values imply identical distributions (this is clear in equation (1)), which is not coherent with the intuition that pixel distributions with the same sample mean but different sample variances can be deemed visually different. To enable this feature, we use the Total Variation (TV) distance between two Normal distributions [48] ,
where f (·; µ, σ 2 ) represents the probability density function (pdf) of the Normal distribution. The TV distance outputs the integral of the (linear) distance between the pdfs of X T and X B . As we show below, the linear aspect assures that only the ratio between the sample standard deviations is taken into account, instead of their actual values. Although more comprehensive tests are needed, the higher sensitivity and robustness of the TV distance in detecting the perceived line segments, in contrast with non-linear distances such as the Kullback-Leibler and Hellinger divergences, lead us to believe that this feature of the TV distance best emulates the human visual system in estimating the boundary strength between different areas.
To simplify the calculation of (2), let ξ i ∈ {−∞,ξ 1 ,ξ 2 , ∞} be the points in which the pdf of distributions X T and X B are equal, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Points ξ i (with ξ i ≤ ξ i+1 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 3}) determine where one pdf becomes larger than the other and, thus, helps in dealing with the magnitude operator and enables the use of the cumulative density function of the Normal distribution, F (·; µ, σ 2 ), To eliminate redundant calculations in the remainder of our method, we compute a look-up table with relevant TV distances. Since the TV distance requires four parameters, (μ T ,σ T ,μ B ,σ B ), it seems that a four-dimensional look-up table is needed, which is expensive to compute and store. However, since we are computing the linear distance between two distributions, it is not the actual values ofμ T andμ B that are needed but how they relate with each other. Similarly, the actual values ofσ T andσ B are not needed but only the relation between them as well. Let variablesμ B andσ B bê
Assuming thatμ T ≤μ B andσ T ≤σ B , equations (4) becomê
Replacing (5) in (2) and substituting variable ζ = (ξ − µ T ) /σ T , we have
which shows that the TV distance depends only on two parameters (analogous demonstration show the same result in any scenario). A two-dimensional look-up table ∆(μ B ,σ B ) is then filled in for various (μ B ,σ B ), withμ B ≥ 0 andσ B ≥ 1, using (3). During normal operation, the parameters are normalized using equations (4) and the corresponding TV distance is accessed.
Combining contextual and local edges using connectivity
In this section, we compute contextual edges and combine them with local ones to form connected edge maps. Since samples X T and X B , the inputs of the two-sample test at the heart of contextual edge extraction, are taken from long and thin footprints (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ), each test is effective only in a small angular range. Therefore, contextual edges must be computed along multiple directions to span the entire 180
• range. For every direction, we use a running average approach to take samples X at each point and, assuming that they follow a Normal distribution, obtain their parameters. Then, we take the parameters refering to X T and X B , compute the Total Variation distance detailed in the previous chapter and describe each pixel (and direction) as containing a negative, a positive or no contextual edge, using quantization thresholds defined later. If there is a contextual edge, it is used to select valid local edges. Local edges consist of image derivatives obtained by convolving the image with kernels of very small footprint, central difference kernels, whose results are also described as being a negative, a positive or no local edge. Valid local edges then consist of local edges that have the same sign as the contextual one. If the distance between valid local edges does not exceed a maximum distance threshold d, those edges and the pixels between them are marked as edge points.
Computing Normal distribution parameters
The parameters of the Normal distribution are computed for each set of samples starting at pixel p m , illustrated in Fig. 3 . We use M = 15 pixels at each set of samples and we verified theoretical and experimentally that N = 32 different uniformly spaced directions leads simultaneously to neglectable angular coverage errors and good computational performance (since every pixel in the perimeter of a semicircular window of radius M is used only when N ≥ π(M − 1), N = 44 different directions should be used for M = 15 pixels and perfect angular performance). Each direction n ∈ {1, . . . , N } corresponds to angle θ n = 180
• (n − 1)/N , which lies in the horizontal (H) or vertical (V) half of the semicircle H(θ n ), and in quadrant Q(θ n ) of the semicircle, both illustrated in Fig. 4 ,
Our method works by selecting a direction θ n and dividing the image into lines along that direction, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . For each point p m in a line, the parameters of the Normal distribution are computed by taking M consecutive pixels, from pixel p m to pixel p m+M −1 , and computing their sample average and variance,μ(p m ) andσ 2 (p m ). Since the set of M consecutive pixels needed for the next point in the line, p m+1 , is the same as the set of points for p m except for the points at the start and end of the set, we use a recursion that simplifies calculations and is used often: the running average. To formalize this idea, for image I ∈ R Sx×Sy , we define a mapping that addresses each line along direction θ n ,
where [·] refers to the rounding operation and integer parameter γ is chosen so that A(x, y, θ n ) lies inside the image limits. If H(θ n ) = H, the y-th line is made up of the pixels addressed by A(x, y, θ n ), with x ∈ {1, . . . , S x } and in an increasing order. Analogously, if H(θ n ) = V , the x-th line is addressed by A(x, y, θ n ), with increasing y ∈ {1, . . . , S y }. To compute the average and standard deviation in a recursive way, we define linear and quadratic accumulators, Φ x and Φ x 2 , respectively, which are updated using
where p m locates the current pixel, p m−1 locates the pixel that is exiting the set of M pixels, and p m+M −1 locates the pixel that is entering the set,
(10) The parameters of the Normal distribution, for direction θ n , are then
for each point in the image.
Combining contextual and local edges using connectivity
To compute local edges, we first capture the local directional content of image I by computing its derivatives, through the convolution with four oriented kernels,
Local orientation has been exploited before and captured by using several types of kernels, see, e.g., [32, 25, 9] . Although kernels with a large support would smooth the noise, we use the same approach as in our previous work [22] and employ simple central difference kernels, since they enable more precise edge localization, by minimizing the influence of surrounding pixels. Thus, we set
The combination of contextual and local edges occurs in three steps and is described in detail in the sequel. To summarize, in the first step, the parameters of the Normal distributions, for all pixels and directions (computed in 3.1), and the local image derivatives (computed above) are used to compute contextual and local edges at each pixel. This occurs for each direction θ n and progressively along each line, and the goal is to find a contextual and local edge with matching sign. Once both edge types are matched, at pixel p m , a second step then checks if the M pixels between p m and p m+M −1 contain valid local edges that are sufficiently connected with each other, as should occur in a line segment. We consider that valid local edges are connected if they are not separated by more than a maximum distance threshold d. If step 2 is successful, the beginning of a line segment was found. A third step marks those pixels as connected edge points and progressively checks and marks the subsequent pixels along direction θ n which preserve the contextual edge sign and whose valid local edges continue to be sufficiently connected. The output of this process is a set of connected edge points for each direction θ n , which is used in section 4 to fit rectangles.
Search for initial edge
In this step, the pixels along direction θ n are scanned to find a contextual and local edge whose spatial location and sign coincides. For H(θ n ) = H (the adaptation to H(θ n ) = V is analogous), each y-th line is scanned at a time (y ∈ {1, . . . , S y }) and, within each line, the pixels are scanned for all x ∈ {1, . . . , S x } in increasing order, resulting in coordinate p 1 = A(x, y, θ n ) (to simplify the explanation of our method, we define that p m refers to the m-th pixel of the set of M pixels currently being tested).
To determine if there is a contextual edge at point p 1 along direction θ n , we start by computing the coordinates of the parameters above and below p 1 (see Fig. 5 for an illustration),
, and obtain the parameters of the two distributions,μ
. The parameters are normalized using equation (4) and the two-dimensional look-up table containing the TV distances is accessed, ∆(µ B , σ B ). Since the type of transition is important for line segment extraction, i.e., if it is a dark-to-light transition or vice-versa, contextual and local edges should include this information. For this effect, the contextual edge is given by
There is a local edge at pixel
If it has the same sign as the contextual one (i.e., if condition sgn (δ X T X B ) = sgn ∇ Q(θn) (p 1 ) is true), it is denoted as a valid local edge. If a valid local edge was found, the method progresses onto step 2. Threshold L C is given by L C = max(L, |μ T − µ B |/2), where L = 3 and C = 0.7. The overall combination of contextual and local edges using connectivity is summarized in Alg. 1, for H(θ n ) = H. 
Marking of initial area
The contextual and valid local edge found in step 1 indicates that a set of connected edge points may start at that location. That occurs if the M pixels between the top and bottom set of samples contain valid local edges Algorithm 1 combination of contextual and local edges using connectivity 1: input: directional data ∇ θ I, parametersμ andσ 2 , maximum distance threshold d, contextual C and local L thresholds, TV distances ∆(·, ·) 2: E ← 0 3: % for every pixel in the image (assuming H(θ n ) = H) 4: for y ∈ {1, . . . , S y } do % get contextual edge data 8:
11:
12:
13:
% combine contextual and local edges 
Note that, while in approaches such as [23] , the distance between binary local edge points is the only criteria to judge whether pixels are connected with each other or not, our approach (as also illustrated in Fig. 6 ) requires that the sign of the edge points matches the sign of the connected edges. Local edges with opposite signs -even strong ones -are discarded in the same way as non-edges.
If the gap counter exceeds the maximum distance threshold d, the gap between two valid edge points is too large and step 2 ends unsuccessfully, returning to step 1 for further searching. If the gap counter never exceeded d, the pixels are marked as edge points of sign E(p m ) = sgn (δ X T X B ) and the method proceeds to step 3. We allow gaps of up to d = 5 pixels in this paper.
Step 1 and 2 of the combination of contextual and local edges are summarized in Alg. 2, for H(θ n ) = H.
Algorithm 2 find initial set of connected edge points (assumes H(θ n ) = H)
% found initial edge, implement step 2
5:
while m ∈ {1, . . . , M } and g C ≤ d do
% found valid local edge 8:
else 10:
end if 12: end while 13 :
% does not exceed d, mark M edge points 15: for m ∈ {1, . . . , M } do 16 :
end for 18: step = 'mark area' 19: end if 20: end if
Marking of connected area
As the set of connected edge points increase, the contextual and local edges to be checked move progressively along the line. For H(θ n ) = H, this occurs by making x ← x + 1 and re-computing both types of edges for contextual and local compliance. The contextual edge is computed as before, by accessing the parameters at positions p 1 T and p 1 B and computing the new value of δ X T X B = ∆(µ B , σ B )sgn(μ T −μ B ). If |δ X T X B | ≥ C and has the sign of step 1, the contextual edge is valid.
To determine if there a valid local edge, pixel
it a valid local edge and counter Figure 6 : Illustration of the sign of local edges and gap counter, g C (using the contextual edge illustrated in Fig. 5 ). Using d = 2 (for illustration), the four consecutive local edges of contrary sign makes step 2 end abruptly while analyzing pixel p 11 .
g C is nulled -otherwise, g C is incremented. If g C ≤ d and the contextual edge is valid, pixel p M is marked as a connected edge point of sign E(p M ) = sgn (δ X T X B ). Otherwise, the set of connected edge points ended. The last g C non-connected edge points are unmarked and the method returns to step 1, to search for a new set. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 and summarized in Alg. 3. 
Rectangle fitting
The edge map that is computed for every θ n contains positive and negative edge points. Due to the handling of connectivity, the edge points of a line segment do not exhibit gaps between them and, consequently, a simple region growing scheme is sufficient to obtain the areas that form a rectangle. This avoids expensive search mechanisms for overcoming gaps, as the costly Algorithm 3 mark connected edge points (assumes H(θ n ) = H)
% found valid local edge 
% unmark non-connected edge points 14: for m ∈ {M − g C + 1, . . . , M } do step = 'search for start' 21: end if scheme used in our previous HT-based method, in [22] . This section works by: -1. Region growing and labeling -A unique identification number is given to each set of connected edge points with the same sign, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . -2. Fitting a rectangle to each area -Rectangle fitting can occur in various ways (see [9] for a brief summary). In our method, we start by fitting a line to the upper and lower limits of each area, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Then, using the average angle of both fitted lines, θ R = (θ upper +θ lower )/2, we obtain the start and end of each line segment. -3. Validate rectangles -A validation step is needed to eliminate nonrectilinear structures in the image. Although various criteria can be used, we require only that the upper and lower fitted lines (see above) should have similar angles, θ upper ∼ θ lower , and the average angle should lie inside the permitted range, θ R ∈ [θ n − 180
• /2N, θ n + 180 
Experiments
We single out demonstrative results of our method, which we contrast with the ones obtained with the standard HT [13] , the state-of-the-art of local methods LSD [9] (the superiority of LSD when compared to several other local methods is thoroughly demonstrated in [9] ), and our previous HT-based method, denoted STRAIGHT [22] . We describe experiments with synthetic images, which help characterize the general behavior of the new method. Then, we present results obtained with several real world images, which demonstrate its performance in practical application. Finally, we discuss the computational complexity of these methods.
Synthetic images
We start by illustrating the behavior of the algorithms when dealing with an image made up of intersecting line segments of multiple lengths and widths, shown on the top left of Fig. 10 . By comparing the edges computed by the Canny edge detector [18] with the line segments that the HT extracts from them, on the top middle and right of Fig. 10 , respectively, we conclude that the HT succeeds in correctly extracting the lines from this image. This occurs because line segments are long, not in a large number, and the HT does not require connectivity, therefore being able to overcome the multiple line crossings. On the other hand, the results of the LSD method, shown in the bottom left image of Fig. 10 , illustrate that local methods fail to overcome line crossings and splits them. This occurs because local methods require absolute connectivity, i.e., that edge points are perfectly chained together. In the particular case of the LSD, the state-of-the-art of local methods, edge points must have approximately constant direction as well.
Although the results of STRAIGHT show that it is able to extract thin line segments regardless of the intersections, it is unable to deal with thick ones, originating multiple erroneous detections. Our semi-global method succeeds in extracting line segments of all lengths and widths, with few errors. A pair of twin segments is extracted for each segment in the original image because both light-to-dark and dark-to-light transitions are detected. [18] , and standard HT [13] . Bottom left to right: LSD [9] , STRAIGHT [22] , and the proposed method.
We now illustrate the behavior of the algorithms in capturing transitions between differently textured regions. This simulates low signal-to-noise scenarios that occur when using very low thresholds in edge detection, for increased sensibility, where real transitions should be extracted successfully, while avoiding false ones. We use the synthetic images in the left column of Fig. 11 , which were generated by adding noise to a piecewise constant map (the top and bottom images were first used in [22] and are used here to enable a simple comparison between the methods). The top image represents a simpler scenario, where one of the areas involved in the transition is perfectly smooth. The central image represents the same scenario, except that the mean value of both regions is now equal, making the variance the single discriminating factor. The bottom image simulates two smooth objects in a low signal-to-noise image. Due to the effect of noise, the local edge detection in LSD can not produce edges with constant direction along real segments and the LSD fails to extract line segments, except for parts of the top image. The results of STRAIGHT and the proposed method, in the two rightmost columns of Fig. 11 , show that both overcome noise and succeed in extracting the line segments for the top and bottom images (the few short segments correspond to accidental connected alignments in the random texture). By allowing samples with the same mean but different variances to be classified as edges, by using two-sample tests and, in particular, the TV distance, the proposed method is the only one that succeeds in obtaining most of the real segments of the figure in the middle row.
Real images
We start by showing a challenging image that was first used in [22] to demonstrate the ability of STRAIGHT in dealing with the dense packing of line segments of multiple lengths that cross each other. In the top right image of Fig. 12 , we display the results of the HT [13] , showing that extraction fails altogether for not being able to cope with the large number of edge points (this is explained in detail in [22] ). On the middle left image of Fig. 12 , we display the results of LSD [9] , showing that a subset of the line segments are in fact detected. A closer look reveals that those are only the line segments that do not cross other structures and also that several longer segments are detected as fragmented ones. The results of STRAIGHT are shown in the middle right image of Fig. 12 and we see that it succeeds in extracting the vast majority of the line segments in the image (exceptions are those which exhibit low contrast). Equally good results are obtained by the method we propose, shown in the bottom images of Fig. 12 , with the difference that STRAIGHT needed 52 seconds to process this image while our semi-global method needed only about 4 seconds on the same machine. The bottom right image displays only the line segments that have length greater than 50 pixels, illustrating that line segments are not fragmented. Fig. 13 presents another illustrative case. It was obtained by processing an image containing a complex scene of line segments (many of which of low contrast) occluded by a net that is large and out-of-focus. The result of LSD [9] shows that most low contrast segments were not extracted and that others are fragmented in multiple pieces. The fragmentation of line segments is improved in STRAIGHT [22] but low contrast segments are equally not extracted and the thick lines of the net originate a multitude of erroneous line segments. On the other hand, our proposed method extracts most line segments, including low contrast and thick ones, with little fragmentation. The extraction of low contrast line segments is enabled by the better handling of variable high frequency variation by two-sample statistical tests. Low contrast and blurred line segments occur often in realistic scenarios and are tackled by our method.
Finally, Fig. 14 presents results of using our method with real images of various kinds. As desired, the vast majority of long line segments are ex- [13] . Middle left: LSD [9] . Middle right: STRAIGHT [22] . Bottom left: our method. Bottom right: our method (longer segments). tracted without artificial fragmentation, despite the multiple segment crossings. Also note that, although some of these images have edges that form curves, our method succeeds in approximating these sections in a piecewise linear way, i.e., by a sequence of rectilinear line segments.
Computational complexity
The most computationally intensive portion of our method is the calculation of contextual and local edges and their combination into continuous edge maps. By using a running average framework, the calculation of contextual edges depends only linearly on the pixel count and the number of directions, N . Such linear dependency also occurs in the calculation of local edges and in their combination with contextual ones. This is confirmed in the left of Fig. 15 , which shows the computation time 1 needed by the proposed method to extract line segments for multiple images, as a function of pixel count and the number of directions that are used, N . The trend line for N = 32, the number of directions that are used in all experiments, indicates that about 97K pixels are processed at each second (e.g., the line segments in the 512 × 512 Lenna image are extracted in about 2.7 seconds).
The complexity of STRAIGHT [22] increases linearly with the number of edge points, as the dominating factor in the calculations is the updating of the Hough space of each local HT. In our experiments, the computation time of STRAIGHT was always considerably higher than the proposed method (e.g., the line segments in the Lenna image are extracted in about 36.8 seconds), which is confirmed on the right of Fig. 15 . This figure shows the computation time needed by both methods to extract line segments for multiple images, as a function of pixel count and for N = 32 directions. Although the performance of STRAIGHT varies non-linearly with the pixel count, the rough trendline that is fitted helps in illustrating the significant computational advantage of the method we propose of about one order of magnitude.
The standard HT requires filling an accumulator array, which depends linearly on the total number of edge points. In our experiments, the standard HT required approximately 1 to 10 seconds to process each image in this paper, using MATLAB c code. Reference [9] states that the complexity of the LSD method depends linearly with the image pixel count, as illustrated by a plot therein showing the calculation time needed to extract line segments in various images. In the worst case scenario, i.e., images made up of noise, LSD is able to process about 240K pixels per second. Although the main advantage of local methods such as the LSD is its low computational complexity, with the drawback of only dealing successfully with simple scenarios, the amount of pixels processed by the LSD is only about 2-3 times greater than our proposed method.
Although only STRAIGHT and our proposed method can deal with the complex images that arise in practice, the results above show that the computational complexity of our method is significantly below STRAIGHT. Fur-thermore, the complexity of our method is comparable with local methods, i.e., it is only about 2-3 times more complex than the LSD method, despite the ability to handle complex scenarios. This indicates that our method is efficient in extracting segments of all lengths and widths in complex scenarios. 
Conclusion

